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FUZZ TRACK CITY
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY STEVE HICKS

Synopsis

Murphy Dunn, a down and out private detective, is hired by a sultry 
woman from his past to find her missing son.  Murphy soon finds himself 
embroiled in a mystery of betrayal, music and murder surrounding an 
obscure 1970’s rock record.  

FUZZ TRACK CITY is a comic neo-noir thriller fueled by an eclectic retro 
rock soundtrack written, directed and produced by Steve Hicks and 
produced by Marcus Wagner.  The film stars Todd Robert Anderson, Dee 
Wallace and Tarina Pouncy.  It is edited by Steve Hicks, produced by 
Megan Zakarian-Adell and Maile Baird-Hicks and co-produced by Todd 



Robert Anderson and Johnny Derango.  The director of photography is 
also Derango.  FUZZ TRACK CITY is a Fuzz Track Pictures production.
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Cast Bios

DEE WALLACE (Dawn Lockwood)
Thirty years ago, Dee Wallace, a gifted young actress from the wilds of 
Kansas, dropped into Hollywood with hopeful expectations.  Two years 
later she landed the role of a lifetime and walked onto a soundstage 
knowing that playing Mary, the smart, funny young mother of Michael, 
Elliott and Gertie in the Steven Spielberg classic film ET: THE 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL was going to change her life.

Wallace has never stopped working in film, television and stage, and has 
more than 130 films and scores of television roles and series to her 
credit.  She is currently among a handful of in-demand actresses for 
guest starring roles in TV drama.  Her irresistible presence on speaking 
forums and two top internet radio shows have made her a sought-after 
inspirational speaker, spiritual teacher and healer.

Dee is a true tour de force, working with every kind of co-star from Cujo 
to Lassie, as well as countless directors, producers and some of 
Hollywood's biggest names, who personalities fell somewhere between 
the two, including Peter Jackson, Wes Craven, Joe Dante, Stephen King 
and Blake Edwards.  Ms. Wallace became an icon in the role that would 
define motherhood for a generation, as Mary in Speilberg's ET: The 
Extraterrestrial.  Her 130 films range from some of the scariest to some 
of the funniest ever made, including Cujo, The Howling, 10, The 
Frighteners and Critters.

Dee has starred in four television series and more than 400 commercials 
and is one of Hollywood's most sought-after TV guest stars including 
appearances in Grey's Anatomy; Cold Case; Without a Trace; Ghost 
Whisperer; My Name is Earl; Criminal Minds, Saving Grace, Law and Order, 
and The Office.  A beloved acting coach, she is also an internationally 
known healer, with two global radio shows and a series of healing 
seminars.  Her insight into the joy of “conscious creation” was one of the 
reasons she was led to share her knowing with a larger audience through 
her book, Bright Light.

In her recently released third book, Bright Light (O-Books), she takes 
readers along on Wallace's emotional, spiritual and professional journey 
but even as we cheer for her triumphs and grieve for her unbearable 
losses, she doesn't allow us to sit on the sidelines as merely an audience 



to her life.  Rather she uses her journey as a metaphor for always 
expanding the lessons she experienced in her own life to a larger wisdom 
valuable for all of us. Her gifted writing is inclusive, reaching out to 
connect with readers as with unflinching honesty she takes responsibility 
for the manifestation of pain and disappointments in her life, as well as 
the creation of love and happiness for its joys and successes. And she 
beckons her readers, who almost imperceptibly recognize their own 
journey, to learn from the spiritual lessons, which are the focus of each 
chapter.
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TODD ROBERT ANDERSON (Murphy Dunn)
Todd has been kicking around Hollywood for over 16 years, appearing in 
television series such as Weeds, CSI, Will & Grace, The Exes, and The 
Guardian, in feature films including Blast from the Past, Repli-Kate, and 
Adam & Steve, and an immense amount of television commercials.  He 
can be heard talking movies on “The Film Pigs Podcast,” as well as on his 
comedy podcast called “The Tonncast.”  Todd also has a sketch comedy 
web series called “Jokey Bits.”  He has authored a book about his first ten 
years as a professional actor called Don't Act: 101 Reasons Why You 
Shouldn't and a horror novel called The Last Road Trip.  

He is a great lover of cinema, and a great lover of complaining about 
things. He is currently considered the twelfth best-looking ginger man in 
the entire world.  To learn more about him, please visit 
www.toddrobertanderson.com where you will find links to all the silly 
things he does.  And remember to never look him directly in the eyes.  
It's creepy.  FUZZ TRACK CITY marks the first leading film role for Todd.

TARINA POUNCY (Al Jackson)
Tarina Pouncy is a versatile actor who hails from Detroit with beginnings 
in the theatre. Recent theatrical productions include The Old Settler at the 
ICT Long Beach and Locked and Loaded at the Santa Monica Playhouse.  
Her training also includes improv with such renowned schools as 
Groundlings, Upright Citizens Brigade and Second City.  She can currently 
be seen in the national McDonald’s commercial “The Break.”

MATTHEW ASHFORD (Valentine)
Matthew Ashford, graduate of North Carolina School of the Arts, is widely 
known for playing Jack Devereaux on NBC’S, DAYS OF OUR LIVES and has 
just finished filming, WINNING FAVOR, FUZZ TRACK CITY, THE 
UNLIKELY’S, SOCIAL SECURITY GUARD and CHRONICLES OF AN EXORCISM, 
which he co-wrote, produced and played Father Lucas. In addition to 
playing contract roles on ONE LIFE TO LIVE, SEARCH FOR TOMORROW, 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES, and GENERAL HOSPITAL, Matthew’s film and 
television work include SPECIES, BILLY’S HOLLYWOOD SCREEN KISS, 
BONFIRE OF THE VANITIES, DHARMA AND GREG, PROVIDENCE, OH BABY!, 
BURKE’S LAW, QUANTUM LEAP, PACIFIC BLUE, CHARMED and Tom 
Clancy’s miniseries NET FORCE.

Theatrically, Matt has starred in ANNIE GET YOUR GUN, THE SOUND OF 
MUSIC, FUNNY GIRL, COUNSELOR AT LAW, 110 IN THE SHADE, DRACULA, 
ARSENIC AND OLD LACE and THE NERD. Matt received rave reviews from 



the Los Angeles Times for his portrayal of Officer Lockstock in the LA 
Premiere of URINETOWN. He received the Artistic Director Achievement 
Award for Lead Actor in a Musical for INTO THE WOODS in which he 
portrayed the Wolf/Prince.  Other roles include the Soldier/Alex in 
SUNDAY IN THE PARK WITH GEORGE; Carl Magnus in A LITTLE NIGHT 
MUSIC; Mike in NO STRINGS; Walter in CHESS; Thomas Jefferson in 1776; 
and Bill Austin in the National touring company of MAMMA MIA!.
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LEON RUSSOM (Victor Swick)
Leon Russom is an American  HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Emmy_Award" Emmy-nominated actor and has appeared in many  
HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Television" television shows,  
HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soap_opera" soap operas and 
films. He portrayed Admiral Toddman in  HYPERLINK "http://
en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_Trek:_Deep_Space_Nine" Star Trek: Deep 
Space Nine and the Starfleet Commander-in-Chief in  HYPERLINK "http://
en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_Trek_VI:_The_Undiscovered_Country" Star 
Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country.  More recently, he has appeared in 
shows such as  HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Bones_(TV_series)" Bones,  HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Jericho_(TV_series)" Jericho,  HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Prison_Break" Prison Break, and  HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Cold_Case_(TV_series)" Cold Case. Russom has also worked with the  
HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coen_brothers" Coen 
brothers in  HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/
The_Big_Lebowski" The Big Lebowski (1998) and  HYPERLINK "http://
en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/True_Grit_(2010_film)" True Grit (2010).

Russom's work also included many appearances in dramas, mainly legal 
or crime. He appeared in TV shows in the 1990s and the early 2000s, 
including  HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/L.A._Law" L.A. 
Law,  HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bones_(TV_series)" 
Bones,  HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Cold_Case_(TV_series)" Cold Case, HYPERLINK "http://
en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_%26_Order" Law & Order,  HYPERLINK 
"http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/JAG_(TV_series)" JAG,  HYPERLINK 
"http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/NYPD_Blue" NYPD Blue,  HYPERLINK 
"http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Doe_(TV_series)" John Doe,  
HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_X-Files" The X-Files,  
HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark_Skies" Dark Skies and 
other shows. 

Russom has also graced the theater stage, and in 2012 was nominated 
for an  HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/
LA_Weekly_Theater_Award" LA Weekly Theater Award for his portrayal of 
"Hamm" in  HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_Beckett" 
Samuel Beckett's  HYPERLINK "http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Endgame_(play)" Endgame at Los Angeles' Sacred Fools Theater Company 
where he is currently serving as a co-Artistic Director for the company's 



sixteenth season, alongside fellow company members  HYPERLINK 
"http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_Stewart" French Stewart and 
Alyssa Preston. 

DAVE FLOREK (Gregg Lynn)
Dave Florek was a series regular on Grace Under Fire, Nickelodeon’s 
Ned’s Declassified School Survival Guide, and had a recurring role as 
Coach Smiley on The Fresh Prince of Bel Aire. His numerous guest 
appearances include: Harry’s Law, Castle, Law and Order:LA, After Lately, 
Bones, Melissa and Joey CSI: Crime Scene Investigation,  Life, Without a 
Trace, The Eleventh Hour, NYPD Blue, Law and Order, Seinfeld, Boston 
Public, Crossing Jordan, The Riches, The Nine, and NUMB3RS.  Films 
include: Hidalgo, Ghostbusters II, The Marrying Man, The Bare Truth, 
Fashion Murders, Fallen Arches, Hallmark’s Love’s Unending Legacy, and 
Fuzz Track City.

Dave’s directing credits include: Stephen Metcalfe’s Tragedy of the 
Commons,  All Work and No Play, one acts by Harold Pinter and Elaine 
May, Rabbit Hole, Down Along the Brazos, I Never Sang for my Father, 
Vikings, Early One Evening at the Rainbow Bar and Grille, Desert Wolf, 
Marvin’s Room, The Laramie Project, Jerry and Tom, Mark Twain: A River 
Journey, and Diana Douglas’ Valldemosa featuring world famous 
Chopinist, Alan Kogosowski. At the Austin Playhouse in Texas, he 
directed Athol Fugard’s Exits and Entrances and in Albuquerque, 
Madagascar at The Cell Theater. At the College of Santa Fe, he directed 
Divertimenti by Stephen Metcalfe, and Among the Shadows Haunting by 
Leigh Podgorski. 
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Director’s Statement

In 2005, I was in New Zealand working on documentaries for Peter 
Jackson’s KING KONG when I decided it was time for me to make another 
film. One night in my hotel room, I watched David Lynch’s WILD AT 
HEART, which (for whatever reason) rekindled my love of 40’s film noir. 
After re-watching THE BIG SLEEP, KISS ME, DEADLY and OUT OF THE 
PAST, it was clear that I wanted the main character to be an old fashioned 
style private eye. The private eye has always fascinated me--they are 
inherently an underdog and often times an anti-hero... which I dig.

Things developed (as they do) and slowly my love of 1970‘s - 80’s guitar 
heroes found their way into the script...as did my passion for 70’s 
cinema, record albums and music. While I wrote the script, I spent three 
years saving money (working as a professional editor), editing television 
shows during the day and schlocky horror movie trailers at night. 

The part of Murphy Dunn was written very specifically for my talented 
friend TODD ROBERT ANDERSON, and we spent considerable time 
dressing him up in the costume and shooting random tests in order to 
develop the character. I wrote the part of Dawn Lockwood with DEE 
WALLACE in mind, but never really thought that it would ever really come 
to pass... But, somehow we got the script to Dee and she found herself 
on a plane with nothing else to read. She read it. She liked it. She agreed 
to do it. I was beyond thrilled.

We shot for 19 days starting in mid June 2008. It was hot and fast...and 
extremely hot (especially in Mitchell the car). We had to shoot up to 5 
pages of script per day at times (which is a lot to me, as I like to take my 
time and contemplate details and whatnot)... We got shut down at times 
(because we didn’t have permits)...and then regrouped and went right 
back out. Despite how hard and fast we worked, we did not finish 
everything in that first stretch of shooting. So in 2009, we continued 
doing weekend shoots until the thing was in the can.

I spent the next two years working full time during the day as a television 
editor and cutting FUZZ TRACK CITY at night. A good friend from college 
MARCUS WAGNER (a director/producer at Nickleodeon) came on board 
and helped me finish the edit (as well as saving me from going 
completely insane). A good friend, indeed.



The music in the movie is as much a character as MURPHY DUNN... Of 
course, in the initial cuts of the film, I used Bob Seger, Zeppelin, Neil 
Diamond... all the while knowing one day I had to swap them out for 
cost/licensing reasons. (A day that I dreaded.) However, two music 
libraries that I cannot say enough good things about (APERTURE MUSIC 
and DeWOLFE MUSIC) helped me find legitimate tracks from the actual 
eras from their vaults. I was able to replace every tune with songs from 
their libraries that in most cases I liked better than my original choices. 
And they could not have been more helpful or more “indie” friendly when 
it came to negotiate. Thanks to APERTURE MUSIC and DeWOLFE MUSIC, 
the soundtrack to this movie is something to behold. 

A lot of people worked very hard on this film and I am deeply proud of it. 
I intend to continue making movies that entertain people while also 
managing to have a genuine soul. 



FUZZ TRACK CITY
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY STEVE HICKS

Filmmaker Bio

STEVE HICKS Writer/Director/Editor/Producer 
Steve Hicks was born and raised in Rochester, NY where he developed a 
passionate love of cinema and the arts.  He attended New York 
University’s renowned film program where he directed dozens of short 
films and wrote multiple screenplays. 

Steve currently lives in Los Angeles where he works as a writer, filmmaker 
and professional editor.  Over the last eight years, he has edited 
hundreds of hours of television programming for shows such as THE 
ULTIMATE FIGHTER, DIRTY JOBS, AMERICAN CHOPPER, ONLY IN 
AMERICA...etc.  

In 2005, Steve directed and produced the feature documentary, FINDING 
BRYON which premiered at the Dances With Films Festival and won an 
Audience award. He enjoys working within established genres and 
bringing to them a unique and personable spin. 

FUZZ TRACK CITY is Steve Hicks’ first narrative feature.

MARCUS WAGNER  Producer
So I go to NYU where I make two films and get to be Ron Howard's intern 
on a newspaper movie (The Paper).  That ends and I get a job in NYC 
assisting on crap toy commercials while waiting for Mr. Howard to call 
and transform me into an important film director.  

That doesn’t happen so I cut Calvin Klein industrials and learn where Kate 
Moss hides her little heart tattoo.  Meanwhile me and a buddy have a 
celebrity-as-puppets idea that he gets in front of the president of Fox 
and a two million dollar pilot gets green-lit (Wake-Up America).  A few 
months later I'm not the writer anymore, one of the guys who created 
“Larry Sanders” is and I do my best to convince him that I really am a 
writer and not just an editor who knows where Kate Moss hides her little 
heart tattoo.  

Pilot gets made, script is great, puppets are so-so and a new president 
comes to Fox and throws the whole thing in the garbage.  So I keep 
editing and by fluke my guy at Calvin Klein gets me a gig directing a 
short film for a haunted house in the basement of Madison “Scare” 



Garden.  The spooky little film (Freakshow) turns out well, hits festivals 
and gets me a job writing, directing and editing stuff for a digital channel 
called Nick GAS (Games and Sports). My work wins some awards before 
the tank at GAS hits empty and me and the wife move to LA.

In LA, I direct an episode of a Nickelodeon show, get in the DGA, get an 
agent and get signed to the roster of a small commercial production 
company.  Me and the wife get pregnant.  Then the WGA strike happens, 
the SAG strike happens, and then not nearly as much work as I had hoped 
for happens.  

Luckily my old boss at GAS decides to hire me to direct and produce stuff 
he now needs to put on Nickelodeon.  This gets me working with movie 
stars, music icons and some of the greatest teenage acting talent on the 
planet, not to mention Tom Kenny, the voice of SpongeBob.

At the same time I help my madly talented friend Steve Hicks spawn his 
first feature film (Fuzz Track City).  I bail on production (sorry!) when my 
second kid spawns but I come back on strong for post.  We get her done.  
She is a helluva good movie.

Currently I remain very open to but am no longer waiting for Ron 
Howard’s call.

JOHNNY DERANGO (Producer and Director of Photography)
As both Producer and Director of Photography Johnny Derango strives to 
tell a story truthfully with beauty, grace and technical prowess regardless 
of budgetary constraints. He takes great pride in making projects with 
small budgets and limited resources look on par with big studio or 
network projects.

Over the past 10 years Johnny has established himself as one of the most 
sought after cinematographers in Los Angeles. Having graduated from 
Columbia College Chicago, Johnny continues on as part of the great 
legacy of cinematographers Columbia has produced including ASC 
president Michael Goi and Academy Award® winners Mauro Fiore and 
Janusz Kaminski. Derango began his career by shooting the Tribeca 
feature "In the Land of Merry Misfits" at only 23 years of age followed 
quickly by the Fox TV drama Hollywood Vice at 24. Since then, Johnny has 
continued to photograph larger projects with more well known casts 
including Oscar® winner Octavia Spencer (The Help), Rainn Wilson (The 
Office), Jane Kaczmarek (Malcom in the Middle), Kevin Dillon (Entourage), 
C. Thomas Howell (Southland) and Nelsan Ellis (True Blood) and others.



Johnny has worked as a Director of Photography for Fox, Warner Brothers, 
Disney, Discovery Channel, TRU TV, and MTV amongst others. His work 
has been seen at film festivals including Tribeca, Chicago International, 
and HBO's American Black Film Festival. 

In 2011, Johnny produced and and was DP on thee feature film "Lost on 
Purpose" starring Octavia Spencer, Jane Kaczmarek, C. Thomas Howell, 
James Lafferty and Dale Dickey Johnny continues to work as a producer 
and DP splitting his time between Los Angeles and Chicago.
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Film Credits List
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Songs:

“How Does It Grab You”
Written by Lee Silver and Saint Coombs
Performed by The Primers
Courtesy of Aperture Music

“Help Pick Up The Pieces”
Written by Shelly Dane
Performed by Buddy Stuart
Courtesy of Aperture Music

“Piece of Da Boy”
Written by Jacques Slade and Lamar Van Sciver
Performed by KU
Courtesy of Aperture Music

“Ricochet”
Written by Steve Hicks
Performed by Nick Maybury, Philip Hanson, Josh Adell, Steve Hicks and 
Hilary Anderson

“Fly Away”
Composed by Barbara Moore
Courtesy of DeWolfe Music USA

“Rockin’ Pants”
Written by L. Stuart
Performed by The Initials
Courtesy of Aperture Music

“Ain’t Too Late”
Written by Jonathan Brill, Robert Brill and Rodney Gardiner
Performed by Stedapol C.C. Watt
Courtesy of Aperture Music

“So In Love”
Written and Performed by Kari Kimmel
Courtesy of Aperture Music
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“You, Me and a Bottle of Whiskey”
Written by Andrew Gleason
Performed by The Temporary Thing
Courtesy of Aperture Music

“Johnnybeat”
Written by Jonathan Brill, Robert Brill and Rodney Gardiner
Performed by Stedapol C.C. Watt
Courtesy of Aperture Music

“Down and Our, Hand to Hand”
Written by Jonathan Brill, Robert Brill and Rodney Gardiner
Performed by Stedapol C.C. Watt
Courtesy of Aperture Music

“Alone in This Big City”
Written by Lee Silver
Performed by Buddy Stuart
Courtesy of Aperture Music

“Steam Heat”
Composed by Barbara Moore
Courtesy of DeWolfe Music USA

“If I Could Forget”
Written by L. Stuart
Performed by The Owls
Courtesy of Aperture Music

“Same Way”
Written by Jonathan Brill, Robert Brill and Rodney Gardiner
Performed by Stedapol C.C. Watt
Courtesy of Aperture Music
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“In The Pocket”
Written and Performed by Alex Meixner
Courtesy of Aperture Music

 “Runnin’ Alone”
Written by Larry Brewer and 
Wiley Allen
Performed by The Windows
Courtesy of Aperture Music

 “Untitled” (The Fuzz Track)
Written by Steve Hicks
Performed by Rick Bartow

“Steal Away”
Written by Jonathan Leahy, Tom Wolfe and Manish Raval
Performed by The Haole Twins
Courtesy of Aperture Music

“Street Girl”
Composed by Peter Reno
Courtesy of DeWolfe Music USA

“Black Face Cowboy”
Written and Performed by Mike Robbins
Courtesy of Aperture Music

“Need of Love”
Written by L. Stuart
Performed by Soul Patrol
Courtesy of Aperture Music

“Got Your Wealth”
Written by Lee Silver
Performed by Buddy Stuart
Courtesy of Aperture Music
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